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Sliding Mode Control for Transformation
to an Inverted Pendulum Mode
of a Mobile Robot with Wheel-Arms
Hiroaki Fukushima, Member, IEEE, Keiji Muro, and Fumitoshi Matsuno, Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper proposes a control method for locomo-
tion mode transformation of a mobile robot with wheel-arms. The
proposed method aims at transformation from a four-wheeled
mode for high speed mobility to an inverted pendulum mode,
which has advantages of high viewing position and small turning
radius. Since the initial state of the system is far away from
the target equilibrium point of the wheeled inverted pendulum
system, we use a nonlinear controller based on sliding mode
control. In contrast that the previous transformation methods
cannot control the robot velocity until the robot body is lifted
up, the proposed method can take into account the robot velocity
from the beginning of the transformation, which enables to
complete the transformation in a smaller space. To analyze the
asymptotic stability of the control system on the sliding surface,
we derive an invariant set in which the system state converges
to the origin without going out. Furthermore, the effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated in both simulations and
real robot experiments.
Index Terms—Wheeled inverted pendulum, locomotion mode
transformation, sliding mode control, invariant set.
I. INTRODUCTION
WHEELED mobile robots often face more difficultieswhen traversing rough terrain compared with tracked
or legged robots, in contrast to the high mobility on flat floors.
For this reason, modifications on wheeled robots have been
made to allow them to conquer complex environments, such
as the switching mechanism between a wheel and a track [1]
and the wheeled-legged robots [2]–[6].
For the same purpose, another type of wheeled robot was
proposed in [7]. As shown in Fig. 1, this robot has arms (or
flippers) equipped with wheels, which we call “wheel-arms”,
on both sides of the main body equipped with a camera on the
top. By using the arms, the robot can climb over obstacles [8].
This robot has two inverted pendulum modes, which enable
to turn in confined space and provide high viewing position
[9]–[10]. Another remarkable feature of this robot is that the
high mobility on flat floors of ordinary wheeled robots is
maintained, since the four wheeled mode has a similar form
to ordinary wheeled robots.
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In the same way as in [9]–[10], this paper focuses on
transformation from a four wheeled mode to an inverted
pendulum mode, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The transformation
starts with lifting up the wheel-arms to raise the center of
gravity (COG) of the whole robot (2 of Fig. 2), due to the
motor torque limits. Then, the robot body is lifted up, while
returning the arms to the initial angle. A problem of the
control methods in [9]–[10] is that the velocity of the robot
is not controlled until the body pitch angle and the arm angle
are controlled to the target values, as in 4 of Fig. 2. As a
result, a considerable amount of space is required before the
robot completes the transformation and stops. This problem
is mainly caused by the underactuation and the complexity of
the system.
A. Related Work
Control system design for wheeled inverted pendulums
has been intensively studied in the literature. Many of early
studies adopt linear controllers [11]–[16] based on a linear
approximation of a nonlinear model around an equilibrium
point. A limitation of linear controllers is that they are not
necessarily effective in cases where the system state is far from
the equilibrium point, such as in our transformation problem.
More recent studies have proposed various nonlinear control
methods for wheeled inverted pendulums [17]–[37]. They can
be classified by how to deal with the underactuation, which
occurs mainly because both the velocity (or position) of the
vehicle and the pitch angle of the body need to be controlled
by a single actuator.
A common approach to deal with the underactuation is the
“two-level” control [17]–[23]. In this approach, the pitch angle
of the body is controlled to a given target angle by an actuator,
while the velocity (or position) of the vehicle is controlled by
Fig. 1. Mobile robot with wheel-arms.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of transformation.
manipulating the target pitch angle of the body. The two-level
control methods can be further classified by how to determine
the target pitch angle of the body.
In [17]–[20], the control design of the velocity and its
convergence analysis are enabled by simplifying the system
model based on two strong assumptions that the body angle
perfectly tracks the target value and that the body angular
velocity is negligible. In order to make these assumptions
easier to be satisfied, [18] proposed a method based on model
predictive control (see e.g. [24]–[26]), which aims to limit
the frequency band of reference signals for the body angle.
However, there is still no guarantee that the assumptions
mentioned above are satisfied. Further, the implementation of
this method is difficult, since a nonlinear optimization problem
needs to be solved in real time.
On the other hand, [9]–[10] use a more relaxed assumption
that tracking errors of the body angle and body angular
velocity from constant target values are negligible after a given
period of time. However, since the initial body and arm angles
are assumed to be zero in the velocity control methods in
[9]–[10], they cannot be applied from the beginning of the
transformation process, as mentioned earlier.
In [21]–[22], the target body angle, which is changed for
position control, is simply chosen by a linear function of the
position error. While these studies investigate the convergence
of the body angle and tuning parameters of an adaptive
controller, no theoretical result is presented on the convergence
of the vehicle position.
A neural network is used in [23] to approximate a system
that generates a reference signal of the body angle such that
the vehicle position and velocity converge to target values. An
ultimate bound of the tracking errors of the vehicle position
and velocity is derived without one of the strong assumptions,
mentioned above, that the body angular velocity is negligible.
However, it is difficult to know how small this error bound
is, since the bound is described by using a parameter whose
value is difficult to estimate. The same problem arises in [27]–
[30], where the error bound is expected to be larger than the
one in [23], since the controllers in [27]–[30] do not have the
feedback loop for the vehicle velocity and position.
Another approach to deal with the underactuation is to
choose controlled variables such that the internal dynamics
is asymptotically stable when the controlled variables are kept
to zero. Sliding mode control methods in [31]–[32] choose a
controlled variable as a function of the body angle, the body
angular velocity, and the vehicle velocity. In addition to the
convergence of the controlled variable, the asymptotic stability
on the sliding surface, on which the controlled variable is
zero, is discussed based on the linear approximation of the
system. A limitation of the stability analysis based on the
linear approximation is that the region of attraction of the
target equilibrium point is not clarified, even if it can be
ensured that the target equilibrium point is asymptotically
stable.
Other methods using fuzzy control [33]–[36] and neural
network with PID control [37] have also been proposed. Since
these methods use an approximation model of the original
dynamic model of an wheeled inverted pendulum or do not use
any model, the convergence analysis for the original dynamic
model is difficult.
Transformation from a four-wheeled vehicle to an inverted
pendulum has also been studied for other types of robots.
In [38], the transformation is achieved using two-link arms,
which have a roller at the end of each arm. Since this robot
can lift up the COG to the neighborhood of the equilibrium
point by using the arms, a linear controller is used to control
the body angle. The robot in [39], [40] also achieves the
transformation from a four-wheeled vehicle to an inverted pen-
dulum. Unlike other inverted pendulum type wheeled robots,
the balance control is achieved by adjusting joint angles of
arms or the body. We do not consider situations where this
kind of balance control is applicable, since it is difficult for
many other robots including the one which this paper focuses
on.
In contrast that some of the studies mentioned above
consider model uncertainties [20], [22], [27]–[29], [31], [32]
and movement on inclined planes [19], [31], [32], [36], we
do not take into account them in the control system design.
Instead, we focus on the fact that convergence analysis of
both the body angle and the vehicle velocity of the wheeled
inverted pendulum is still a challenging issue even under the
assumption of no model uncertainty and no inclined plane,
due to the underactuation and the complexity of the system.
B. Contribution of This Paper
This paper proposes a sliding mode control method for
transformation to an inverted pendulum mode of a mobile
robot with wheel-arms. In contrast to the previous transfor-
mation methods based on the two-level control [9]–[10], the
proposed method can take into account the robot velocity from
the beginning of the transformation, which enables to complete
the transformation in a smaller space. Furthermore, unlike the
sliding mode control method for mobile inverted pendulums
[31]–[32], the region of attraction on the sliding surface is
clarified by deriving an invariant set in which the system state
converges to the origin without going out. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is demonstrated in both simulations
and real robot experiments.
II. CONTROL OBJECTIVE
As mentioned in Section I, we focus on the transformation
from the four wheeled mode to the inverted pendulum mode,
as illustrated in Fig. 2. More precisely, this paper proposes
a control algorithm for transformation from 2 to 4, since the
transformation from 1 to 2 can be easily achieved. Therefore,
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Fig. 3. Schematic of parameters.
we first describe the dynamic model of the robot in the
transformation from 2 to 4.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, q1 denotes the angle of the main
body with respect to the vertical direction, q2 is the rotation
angle of the wheels, and q3 is the relative angle of the arms
with respective to the main body. Let u1 and u2 denote
the motor current values to control each arm and wheel,
respectively. The definition of other parameters are shown in
Table I. We assume that the left and right wheel angles are
always the same as each other, since the same input command
is given to the left and right motors. Also, q3 is assumed to
take the same value for both left and right arms, since the same
reference trajectory is always given for both arms. Under these
assumptions, the motion of the robot is restricted to the X Y
plane in Fig. 3. The equations of motion can be derived using
Lagrange’s equations, as follows:
M(q)q + C(q; _q) +G(q) = Eu; (1)
where q = [q1; q2; q3]T ; u = [u1; u2]T , and the elements of







2 + J1 + 2J3
M12 = M21 = rf1 cos q1 + 22 cos(q1 + q3)g
M13 = M31 = M33 = 2m3l
2
2 + 2J3 + 2m4L
2
M22 = (m1 + 2m3 + 2m4 + 2m2)r
2 + 2J4 + 2J2
M23 = M32 = 22r cos(q1 + q3)
C1 = C3 = G2 = E21 = 0
C2 =  rf1 _q21 sin q1 + 22( _q1 + _q3)2 sin(q1 + q3)g
G1 =  1g sin q1   22g sin(q1 + q3)
G3 =  22g sin(q1 + q3)
E11 =  E31 =  2n1Kt1
E12 = E32 =  E22 =  2n2Kt2
where 1 := m1l1, 2 := m3l2+m4L and g is the acceleration
of gravity. Furthermore, (1) can be rewritten as
q = f(q; _q) + g(q)u (2)
f(q; _q) := M(q) 1
  C(q; _q) G(q); g(q) := M(q) 1E:
Our goal is to steer (q1, q3, _q2) from the initial state (=2,
q3(0), 0) as in 2 of Fig. 2 to (0, 0, 0) as in 4 of Fig. 2 for some
TABLE I
DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS.
m1 Mass of main body J1 Moment of inertia of main body
m2 Mass of rear wheel J2 Moment of inertia of rear wheel
m3 Mass of arm J3 Moment of inertia of arm
m4 Mass of front wheel J4 Moment of inertia of front wheel
r Radius of wheel l1 Length to COG of main body
L Length of arm l2 Length to COG of arm
n1 Arm motor gear ratio Kt1 Arm motor torque constant
n2 Wheel motor gear ratio Kt2 Wheel motor torque constant
q3(0) 6= 0. However, when q3 6= 0, the robot as a whole is not
balanced even if q1 = 0. Thus, the angle of the whole body g,
described below, is controlled instead of directly controlling
q1. If g and q3 are controlled to 0, then q1 is also controlled
to 0, indirectly. As shown in Fig. 3, g is the angle measured
clockwise from the vertical direction to the vector from p0 to
pg, where p0 and pg are the center of the rear wheels and
the COG of the robot, respectively. By “the rear wheels”, we
mean the wheels attached to the main body (the one on the
ground in Fig. 3), whereas “the front wheels” are the other
wheels attached at the end of the arms. More precisely, g is
described as
g = q1 +  (3)
 := tan 1
22 sin q3
1 + 22 cos q3
: (4)
Thus, _g is obtained as
_g = _q1 + _ = _q1 + (q3) _q3 (5)
(q3) :=
422 + 212 cos q3
21 + 4
2
2 + 412 cos q3
: (6)
See [10] for the details on the model including the values of
physical parameters and on the derivation of g .
III. SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN












where i (i = 1; 2; 3) is a constant number determined by a
designer. It follows from (2) that
q1 = f1 + g11u1 + g12u2
q2 = f2 + g21u1 + g22u2
q3 = f3 + g31u1 + g32u2: (8)
where fi (i = 1; 2; 3) is the ith element of f , and gij (i =
1; 2; 3, j = 1; 2) is the (i; j) element of g. By differentiating
(5), we obtain
g = q1 +
@
@q3
_q23 + q3: (9)
Thus, it holds from (7) and (8)–(9) that
_s = A+Bu (10)
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where
A :=
24 1 _g + 2 f1 + @@q3 _q23 +  f3

+ f2








By following a standard way for multi-input sliding mode
control [41], the feedback law is decided as
u =  B 1(A+Ksgn(s)) (11)
where sgn(s) denotes the vector of the signum functions of
each element of s, and K = diag(k1; k2) for positive constants
k1 and k2. By substituting (11) into (10), we obtain
_s1 =  k1sgn(s1); _s2 =  k2sgn(s2): (12)
Thus, s1(t) and s2(t) reach zero, and they remain to be zero
once they reach zero. On the nonsingularity of B, we have the
following property.
Proposition 1: If 2 is chosen such that 2  2 and
22M22  M11  M13 > 0, then B is nonsingular.
Proof: The determinant of B is described as
det(B) = E1E2f22M22  M11  M13 + 2M23
+ (2   2)M12g=det(M); (13)
where E1 := 2n1Kt1 and E2 := 2n2Kt2. Since jq1j  =2
and jq1 + q3j  =2 are always satisfied, we have M12 
0 and M23  0. Thus, it holds from the assumptions that
22M22 M11 M13+2M23+(2 2)M12 > 0. Therefore,
since E1 > 0, E2 > 0, and det(M) is bounded, it is proved
that det(B) 6= 0.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS ON THE SLIDING SURFACE
Since s(t) is maintained as zero as shown in Section III, we
now analyze the behavior of the system on the sliding surface
s = 0. From the definition of s in (7), the following constraints
are satisfied on the sliding surface
s1 = 1g + 2 _g + _q2 = 0 (14)
s2 = 3q3 + _q3 = 0: (15)
From (15), it is easily seen that q3 converges to zero on the
sliding surface, if 3 > 0. Therefore, we next analyze the
behavior of (g; _g; _q2), when s1 = 0 and q3 = 0. More
precisely, we analyze the convergence of (g; _g), since (14)
implies that _q2 converges to zero if (g; _g) converges to zero.
To this end, we first describe the system model for s1 = 0
and q3 = 0. Since (1) implies
M11q1 +M12q2 +M13q3 +G1 =  2n1Kt1u1   2n2Kt2u2
M21q1 +M22q2 +M23q3 + C2 = 2n2Kt2u2
M31q1 +M32q2 +M33q3 +G3 = 2n1Kt1u1   2n2Kt2u2;
we obtain the following relationship without u1 and u2
N1q1 +N2q2 +N3q3 +N4 = 0 (16)
where N1 := M11 + 2M21 + M31; N2 := M12 + 2M22 +
M32; N3 := M13 + 2M23 +M33; N4 := G1 + 2C2 + G3.
We also obtain
q2 =  1 _g   2g (17)
by differentiating (14). Since q1 = g for q3 = 0, it holds
from (16)–(17) and q3 = 0 that
g =  F1 _g   F2 sin g (18)
where
F1 :=
a1 + a2 cos g
d1 + d2 cos g
; F2 :=
b1 + b2 _
2
g
d1 + d2 cos g
(19)
a1 := 2M221; a2 := (1 + 42)r1 (20)
b1 := (1 + 42)g; b2 := 2(1 + 22)r
d1 := 2M222  M11  M31
d2 := f(1 + 42)2   2(1 + 22)gr:
To analyze the convergence of (g; _g), we consider a region
E of x := [g; _g]T as follows
E := fxj V (x)  g (21)
V (x) = x
T






where P is a constant positive definite matrix, and  is a
positive constant. If _V < 0 is satisfied for x 6= 0 in E , x
converges to 0 without going out of the set, once x is in E .
Before we derive the conditions of P ,  and i (i = 1; 2) to


















(p12 F1 + p11)p22   2p212
p222















Now the condition for P and i is described as follows.
Assumption 1: The following inequalities are satisfied.
d1 > 0; d2 > 0; h2 > 0; h1 > 0 (23)









h2 > 0 (25)
S(d1 + d2)  b1 > 0 (26)
Note that all the conditions in Assumption 1 can be checked
using known values of the physical parameters of the system
and design parameters P , 1 and 2. Based on the assumption
above, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 1: Under Assumption 1, _V < 0 is satisfied for
x 6= 0 in E , if  is the minimum eigenvalue of P 12U 1P 12
where U := diag(U1; U2) for
U1 :=
Sd2
2fS(d1 + d2)  b1g ; U2 :=
b2
S(d1 + d2)  b1 :
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Fig. 4. Invariant set of x for s1 = 0 and q3 = 0.
Proof: See Appendix.
Based on Theorem 1 above, the values of 1, 2 and P
should be chosen such that Assumption 1 is satisfied for
as large  as possible, in order to obtain a large region of
attraction E . On the other hand, k1, k2 and 3 can be chosen
irrespective to Theorem 1. By choosing large values of k1, k2
and 3, the trajectory of the state rapidly goes to the surface
of s1 = q3 = 0, although the values are limited due to the
motor torque limitation of the real robot. Unfortunately, since
no other guideline is currently available, the values of the
parameters need to be selected by trial and error.
Since s1 and q3 go to 0 by using our controller, the stability
for s1 = q3 = 0 is a fundamental property required for
the closed-loop system. However, it should be noted that the
stability for s1 6= 0; q3 6= 0 is not proved, even if (g; _g) is
in E at the initial time. The possibility that (g; _g) goes out
of E by decreasing s1 cannot be denied theoretically, although
such a behavior is not seen in our simulations. We leave the
stability analysis for s1 6= 0; q3 6= 0 as a future work.
V. SIMULATION
The design parameters in (7) and (11) are chosen as
1 = 4; 2 = 2; 3 = 1; K = diag(2; 2):
The value of 2 above satisfies the condition for nonsingularity
of B in Proposition 1. Fig. 4 shows the region E in Theorem














The initial state of the simulation is illustrated in 2 of Fig.
2. By performing simulations for various values of the initial
arm angle q3(0) from -180 [deg] to 0 [deg] with the resolution
of 0.1 [deg], we confirmed that the trajectories of (g; _g) do
not go out of E once the trajectories go into E , which is not
theoretically proved for s1 6= 0 and q3 6= 0. The trajectories
of (g; _g) from the initial state on the boundary of E (q3 =
 76:7) and the initial state with the maximum g (q3 = 0) are
shown in dashed and dash-dotted lines respectively in Fig. 4,









































































































Fig. 5. Time responses of g , q, u and s (simulation).
as examples. The marks “” in Fig. 4 denote the initial states
of the trajectories.
In order to save the time for the transformation from 1 to
2 in Fig. 2, the initial arm angle q3(0) is desired to be as
close to 0 as possible. However, as q3(0) becomes closer to
0, a larger torque is required. Thus, similarly to the previous
studies [9][10], we set as q3(0) =  120 [deg] in the rest of
this section and in the experiment of the next section, taking
into account the torque limitation of the real robot.
To prevent chattering, sgn(s) in (11) is replaced by tanh(cs),
which denotes the vector of the hyperbolic tangent functions
of each element of cs where c is a scalar positive design
parameter. Fig. 5 shows the time responses of g, q, u and s
in the cases of c = 1 and c = 50. In both cases, q1 and q3 are
controlled to 0, and q2 is converging to some constant value,
without any problem except that the responses for c = 50 are
slightly more oscillatory than those for c = 1. It can be seen
that although the convergence of s1 and s2 is slow around 0
for c = 1, a significant problem is not found in the responses
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of q and g.
VI. EXPERIMENT
As in the simulation in Section V, sgn(s) in (11) is replaced
by tanh(cs) to prevent chattering in real robot experiments.
We choose c = 1 based on the simulation results in the
previous section. In addition, we need another modification
of the control algorithm to apply the proposed method to the
real robot. More precisely, the controller is switched from the
sliding mode controller (SMC) in (11) to a linear state feed-
back near the target state, i.e. [g; _g; _q2; q3; _q3] ' 0. The linear
state feedback controller has the form u =  Klq(x   xr),
where x := [qT ; _qT ]T , xr := [0; q2(ts); 0; 0; 0; 0] and ts is the
switching time to the linear controller. The constant matrixKlq
is obtained by solving the linear quadratic regulator (LQR)




























which approximates the original system in (2) near x = xr.
The weighting matrices for the state and input in the cost
function are chosen as
Qlq = diag (5; 8; 3; 5; 1; 1) ; Rlq = diag (20; 10)
respectively. These parameters have been chosen empirically
from simulations and experiments with initial states around
the target state, since it is difficult to theoretically analyze
the stability of the original nonlinear system when the LQR
controller is applied.
The switching condition to the linear controller is set as
jgj < 10 [deg], jq3j < 10 [deg], j _q2j < 10 [deg/s]. Note
that if the proposed nonlinear controller is used instead of
switching to a linear controller around the target state, the
robot’s position starts moving slowly after the state variables
go to the target values. A possible reason for this is that the
proposed nonlinear controller does not have a feedback of q2.
More study is needed to incorporate properly the feedback of
q2 into the proposed controller. However, even if this problem
is solved, it is possibly better to use a linear controller around
the target state, since the parameters of such a linear controller
can be customized for the performance around the target state,
unlike the proposed nonlinear controller. In order to suppress
the effect of the switching, we chose a small constant value
of c (=1) in tanh(cs), which makes the control input nearly
0 around the target state. Although we do not focus on other
ways to choose c in this paper, there might be more elegant
ways. For example, if c is chosen as an increasing function
of jsj such that c = 0 for s = 0, the function tanh(cs)
approximates sgn(s) better for large jsj than just choosing
a small constant value of c, while it suppresses the effect of
switching since c is small around s = 0.
Except for this modification, the values of parameters in
the control method are same as the ones in Section V. The
angle of the main body q1 is measured by the InertiaCube3
(InterSense Inc.), and the angular velocity _q1 is measured by a



























































































Fig. 6. Time responses of g , q, u and s (experiment).

















Fig. 7. Comparison of q2 (experiment).
gyro sensor CRS03-04 (Silicon Sensing Systems Japan Ltd.).
On the other hand, _q2 and _q3 are respectively approximated
by the difference quotients of q2 and q3, which are measured
by rotary encoders. The control input u is computed at every
10 [ms],
Fig. 6 shows the time responses of g , q, u and s for the
same initial state as the simulation in Fig. 5. The dotted line
at t = 4:9 [s] illustrates the switching time to the LQR.
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Fig. 8. Snapshot of the experiment.
Note that the responses of s1 and s2 are not shown after
t = 4:9 [s], since the LQR does not use s. A snapshot of
the experiment is shown in Fig. 8. These figures show that q1
and q3 are controlled to zero and that q2 is converging to some
constant value. Thus, it can be seen that the robot achieved
the transformation to the wheeled pendulum and stopped.
Fig. 7 illustrates the comparison of the responses of q2 by
the proposed and conventional methods. As shown in the solid
line, the maximum wheel angle during the transformation is
q2 = 246 [deg], when the proposed method is used. Since
the conventional methods do not control the velocity until g
and q3 become close to 0, they need longer time before _q2 is
controlled to 0. As a result, the maximum wheel angles by the
the methods in [9] and [10] are 867 [deg] and 642 [deg] as
shown in the dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. From
the radius of wheels r = 0:2 [m], the maximum distance
the robot moved from the initial position in the case of
the proposed method can be calculated as 0.86 [m], which
is significantly smaller than 3.0 [m] in [9] and 2.2 [m] in
[10]. This implies that the control method proposed in this
paper achieved the transformation in a smaller space than the
conventional methods in [9] and [10]. On the other hand, it
should be noted that the method in [10] has a merit that the
robot position can be controlled as well as the velocity. Thus,
the value of q2 in [10] goes to 0 around t = 15.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a sliding mode control method
for transformation to an inverted pendulum mode of a mobile
robot with wheel-arms. In contrast to the previous transfor-
mation methods based on the two-level control, the proposed
method can take into account the robot velocity from the
beginning of the transformation, which enables to complete
the transformation in a smaller space. Furthermore, unlike
the previous sliding mode control method for mobile inverted
pendulums, the region of attraction on the sliding surface is
clarified by deriving an invariant set in which the system state
converges to the origin without going out. The effectiveness
of the proposed method has been demonstrated in both simu-
lations and real robot experiments. The robot in this paper has
the same form with ordinary inverted pendulum type wheeled
robots, when the arm angles are fixed to zero. Therefore, the
proposed nonlinear control method is expected to be effective
for other vehicles of inverted pendulum type, especially in
situations where the state of such a vehicle is away from
the equilibrium point. Possible future works are the stability
analysis off the sliding surface and the control design taking
into account the modeling error and motor torque limits.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We use the following fact to prove Theorem 1.
Lemma 1: Under Assumption 1, we have
F 1  F1  F1; F 2  F2: (29)
Proof: We first show the inequalities for F1. Note that
F1(g) is an even function, i.e. F1(g) = F1( g). Thus,
it suffices to consider the case of 0  g  =2, since the




(a1d2   a2d1) sin g
(d1 + d2 cos g)2
; (30)
it can be seen that
@F1
@g
 0; if a1d2  a2d1 (31)
@F1
@g
< 0; if a1d2 < a2d1 (32)
for g > 0 and that @F1@g = 0 for g = 0. Therefore,
there are only three cases where F1(g) is (i) monotonically
increasing, (ii) monotonically decreasing, and (iii) constant,
for 0  g  =2. In each case, the maximum and minimum
of F1(g) are F1(0) or F1(=2), which concludes the proof
of the inequalities for F1.
We next show the inequality for F2. From the assumption
in (23), we have d1 > 0 and d2 > 0. Thus, since b1 > 0 and
b2 > 0, we obtain F 2  F2 for jgj  =2.
By differentiating V , we obtain
_V = 2fp11g _g + p12( _2g + g g) + p22 _g gg: (33)
Then, by substituting (18) into (33), we have
_V =  2(p12F1 + p22F2   p11)g _g
  2(p22F1   p12) _2g   2p12F22g (34)










(p12F1 + p22F2   p11)2
4p12F2
+ p12   p22F1

_2g (35)
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by completing the square with respect to g. From d1 > 0,
d2 > 0, b1 > 0, b2 > 0 and jgj  2 , we have F2 > 0 and
 > 0, which imply p12F2 > 0 under the assumption that
p12 > 0 in (24). Thus, (35) implies that a sufficient condition
for _V < 0 is
(p12F1 + p22F2   p11)2 + 4p12F2(p12   p22F1) < 0
which can be rewritten as
p222(F2   h1)2   h2 < 0 (36)
h1 :=






1   (p12F1   p11)2
by completing the square with respect to F2. From the
assumption in (24) and F 1  F1  F1, we have
0 < p11   p12 F1  p11   p12F1  p11   p12F 1 (37)
which implies h2  h2. Thus, we have h2 > 0 from the
assumption that h2 > 0 in (23). Therefore, the condition in
(36) is written as
 
p
h2 < p22(F2   h1) <
p
h2: (38)
We now show that the inequality on the left in (38) is
satisfied for each x which satisfies jgj  =2. It holds
from Lemma 1 that F2  F 2 > 0. From F 1  F1  F1
in Lemma 1, p12 > 0 in (24), and p22 > 0 due to the positive
definiteness of P , we have h1  h1  h1. Thus, it holds from
 = sin g=g  2= and h1 > 0 in (23) that
p22(F2   h1) +
p
h2  p22( 2

F 2   h1) +
p
h2:
Therefore, it can be shown from the assumption in (25) that
the inequality on the left in (38) is satisfied. This implies that
the inequality on the right in (38) is a sufficient condition for
_V < 0.
We next derive a sufficient condition for the inequality on
the right in (38) to be satisfied. Since   1 for jgj  =2, a
sufficient condition for the inequality on the right in (38) is




b1 + b2 _
2
g
d1 + d2 cos g
< S (39)
from the definitions of F2 and S. Thus,
b2 _
2
g   Sd2 cos g < Sd1   b1 (40)
since d1 + d2 cos g > 0 from (23) and jgj  =2. By
substituting sin2 g2 =
1 cos g










< Sd1   b1: (41)
Further, since j sin(g=2)j  g=2 for jgj  =2, a sufficient









< Sd1   b1:
This implies from the assumption in (26) that
Sd2




S(d1 + d2)  b1
_2g < 1: (42)
Therefore, it can be seen from the definitions of U that
xT Ux < 1 (43)
is a sufficient condition for the inequality on the right in (38)
to be satisfied. This implies that (43) is a sufficient condition
for _V < 0.
We finally show that E is included in the ellipsoid described









2 y into the left hand side in (43) to obtain





2 y = kU 12P  12 yk2: (44)
In E , it holds that  1xT Px < 1, which implies kyk < 1.
Thus, we have
kU 12P  12 yk2 < kU 12P  12 k2 = 1=; (45)
since kU 12P  12 k is the maximum singular value of U 12P  12 ,





2 . Therefore, (43) is satisfied from
(44) and (45).
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